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Question Type : 3 (A&B)
Unseen Passage – 1
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Einstein was a great scientist. He was born in 1879. As a child, Einstein was very lonely
and shy. He preferred to play by himself in the parks and woods. He studied in a secondary
school. He first realised the wonders of science at the age of four when he was introduced
the magnets and their properties by his father. Einstein later said, "That experience made a
deep lasting impression on me." Later his life as a kid, Einstein's uncle Jacob introduced
him mathematics and specifically equations. He led a very simple life.
School was an unpleasant experience for Einstein. At the age of fifteen, Einstein went to
Milan, Italy with his family. In Italy he felt free for the first time, with nobody to guide every
step of his daily life. He travelled through countryside, visited museums and art galleries,
attended concerts and lectures and most of all read books and more books. He had an
incredible taste for knowledge. He died in 1955.
Word Meaning with Synonyms : scientist
n. —
one who
researches about something. lonely
adj. —
alone. shy
adj. —
bashful. prefer
v. —
to choose one
thing better than another. realise
woods

n. —

forest. properties

experience
n. —
bring in. specifically
unpleasant
measure.

v. —

adj. —

n. —

skill. introduce
adv. —
displeasing. step

understand.
features.
v.—
definitely.
n.—

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the text.
1×5=5
Who/What

Event/Activity Institute/Place/ When/Time
Objectives
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Einstein
He

preferred to
play
realised

(i) ...................

He

went to

the wonders of
science
Italy

(iv)
....................
He

felt free

in Italy

(v)
....................

countryside

in his
childhood.
(ii)
................
(iii)
...................
in his daily
life.
in his early
life.

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Einstein was born in 1989.
(b) He was very lonely and shy.
(c) His father introduced him with the iron and their qualities.
(d) In 1895, Einstein went to Milan, Italy.
(e) Einstein was not interested to go to school.
Ans.
A. (i) in the parks and woods; (ii) in 1883; (iii) in 1894; (iv) He; (v) travelled.
B. (a) False. Einstein was born in 1879.
(b) True.
(c) False. His father introduced him with the magnets and their properties.
(d) False. In 1894, Einstein went to Milan, Italy.
(e) True.
Unseen Passage – 2
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
The planet Mercury, the Venus, the Earth and the Mars differ from one another in terms of
the sizes and distances from the star, Sun. While Mercury is 58 million kilometres away
from the sun, Venus is 100 million kilometres away from it. However the planet Venus is
larger in size. Its diameter is 12228 kilometres while that of Mercury is 4840 kms. The
earth is almost the same size as Venus, having a diameter of 12756 kms. But it is farther
from the sun. It is 50 million kms. Mars is much smaller in size than either the Venus or
the Earth, having a diameter of 6742 kms. It is also much farther from the sun than the
three other planets. The distance between the Sun and the Mars is 226 million kilometres.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :

planet

n. –

a large round
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object in the solar system. differ

v. –

to be

different from something; diameter
n. –
a straight line going
from one side of a circle or any other round object to the other side
passing through the centre. almost
adv.–
nearly. away
adv.—

far from somebody or something.

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage. 1 × 5 = 5
Name of the
Planet
Mars
Venus
(iv) ..................
Mercury

Distance from the
Sun (kms)
22 million
(ii) ...............
50 million
58 million

Length of diameter
(kms)
(i) .................
(iii) ..................
12756
(v) ..................

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give correct answer for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) In the passage totally five heavenly bodies are mentioned.
(b) Of the four planets mentioned in the text, the volume of the Venus is the largest.
(c) We are long away from the sun than the Mars is.
(d)
In order of distance from the Sun, our planet is in the first position.
(e) The sun is in the central position of our solar system.
Ans.
A. (i) 6742; (ii) 100 million; (iii) 12228; (iv) Earth; (v) 4840.
B. (a) True.
(b) False. Of the four planets mentioned in the text, the volume of the Earth is the
largest.
(c) False. Mars is further from the sun than us.
(d) True.
(e) True.
Unseen Passage – 3
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Sincerity is the root of all success. One can go a long way in life if one does things with sincerity.
The rich people are sincere to their work and they are capable of making anything a success.
The great men are also sincere because they know that sincerity is the key-stone to success.
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Those who do not follow the rules of sincerity can never go a long way in the world. The poor
people are not often sincere and they lag behind. If they do not know the benefit of sincerity,
they cannot make a good use of it.
Sincerity is the tonic to any work because it helps the work to be done properly. If any work
is not done properly, one will never get good output from it. So we should be sincere in
every walk of life. Sincerity does not mean only to do any work properly, it also means
dutifulness, honesty and modesty. The people of our country are not still aware of the
importance of sincerity. As a result, they hardly get good output from their work, and they
blame their lot.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
honesty.
capable

adj. –

outcome. benefit

sincerity (

able. success
n.–

n.—

n. –

favourable

advantage. properly

appropriately. output
n.—
nobility. mean
v. –

adv.–

n. –
result. modesty
indicate.

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the text. 1 × 5 = 5
Who/What

Event/Activity

Sincerity
The rich
people
(iii)
...................
Sincerity

brings
(ii) ...................

success
their work

cannot succeed

in life

is considered
as
should be given

(iv)
...................
to sincerity

(v)
...................

What/ When

Result/What/
Whom
(i) ...................
with sincerity.
for their
insincerity.
to success.
to be successful.

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) People cannot go a long way by being sincere.
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(b) The great men always put emphasis on sincerity.
(c) The benefit of sincerity is known to all.
(d) Sincerity includes dutifulness, honesty, and modesty.
(e) The sincere people cannot become successful in life.
Ans.
A. (i) to all; (ii) do; (iii) Insincere people; (iv) the key-stone; (v) Importance.
B. (a) False. People cannot go a long way without being sincere.
(b) True.
(c) True.
(d) True.
(e) False. The insincere people cannot become successful in life.
Unseen Passage – 4
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Florence Nightingale was born in 1820 in Italy. She was the founder of nursing. Her father
was a rich man but she rejected luxurious life. She served the British Army during the
Crimean war (1853-56). She is called "The Lady with the lamp". She loved the people. She
took them as children. She went to Turkey to serve the sick. She died in 1910.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
establisher. reject
v. –
help. during

founder

n. –

give up. serve

v. –

prep. –

in/through a period of time. sick

adj.—

ill.

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage.
Birth date (year)
(ii) ...................
Designation
Rich man
(v) ........................

1×5 = 5

(i) ...................
war
(iii) ...............
(iv) ................
Italy

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answer for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Florence was born in Paris.
(b) Her father was a wealthy man.
(c) She studied Medicine.
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(d) She was a Turkish.
(e) She was misanthropist.
Ans.
A. (i) 1820; (ii) 1853-56; (iii) The Lady with the lamp; (iv) Her father; (v) Was born in.
B. (a) False. Florence was born in Italy.
(b) True.
(c) False. She studied nursing.
(d) False. She was an Italian.
(e) False. She was a philanthropist.
Unseen Passage – 5
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Shaheed Minar is the symbol of our love, sincere interest and supreme sacrifice for our
language. It is located in front of Dhaka Medical College. Hamidur Rahman, a famous
architect designed this significant monument. The vertical lines and columns suggest the
loftiness and grandeur of the people martyred for the cause of language. It stands for the
supremacy and sacrifice of life, love of people for their mother tongue. It also conveys the
meaning to the people that mother and mother tongue along with the motherland is most
important. It contains all the aspirations of Bengali identity and nationalism. It is a symbol
of freedom, strength and unity. We should preserve the highness, supremacy of this mother
language at any cost. The Shaheed Minar is the most significant emblem of our national
life. It represents our victorious history of fight, sacrifice and gains. It has become a part of
our political as well as cultural achievement and source of national inspiration. It also reinspires us to maintain our national brotherhood and culture.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
sincere
adj. –
highest. sacrifice
v.—
aspiration

symbol

n. –

sign.

cordial. supreme
adj. –
n. –
dedication; design
v.—

draw, plan. suggest
v.—
advise. stand for
mean. contain
v.—
include.
n.—
wish, desire. emblem
n.—

sign, symbol. inspire
encourage.

v.—
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A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage: 1 × 5 = 5
Who/what
(i) ——
Hamidur
Rahman
Shaheed
Minar
Shaheed
Minar
Shaheed
Minar

Event/Activit Where/How/Wh
How/Why
y
at
is
the national
of nation's respect.
monument
designed
it
(ii) ——
is located

(iv) .. ——
contains

(iii) ——

to remember the
place
of
occurrence.
the loftiness of standing day and
the martyred
night.
(v) ——
of us.

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Hamidur Rahman planned the monument.
(b) Motherland is less important than mother.
(c) We should uphold its highness.
(d) Shaheed Minar has become a part of our religious achievement.
(e) Shaheed Minar inspires us to maintain our national fraternity.
Ans.
A. (i) Shaheed Minar; (ii) wonderfully; (iii) Dhaka Medical College; (iv) symbolises; (v) all the
national aspirations.
B. (a) True.
(b) False. Motherland is not less important than mother.
(c) True.
(d) False. Shaheed Minar has become a part of our political as well as cultural
achievement.
(e) True.
Unseen Passage – 6
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Our National Memorial is situated at Savar. It is a symbol of the nation's respect for the
martyrs of the War of Liberation. It stands 150 feet tall. It stands on a base measuring 130
feet wide. There is actually a series of 7 towers that rise by stages to a height of 150 feet. The
foundation was laid on the first anniversary of the Victory Day. There is actually a plan to
build a huge complex in several phases. The entire complex will cover an area of 126 acres.
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The plan of this complex includes a mosque, a library and a museum. The relics of the
liberation war will be kept in the museum. They will ever remind our countrymen and all
who would come to visit the museum of the valiant struggle and supreme sacrifices of a
freedom loving people.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
honour; war
situate
v. –

adv. –

n. –

symbol

n. –

sign, token. respect

battle. liberation
n. –
lie. tall
adj. –
high. measure

adv. –
in fact. stage
n. –
base. plan
n. –
large, big.

n. –
step. tower
idea. build
v. –

v. –
n. –

n. –

independence.
count. actually

pillar. foundation
construct. huge

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage. 1 × 5 = 5
Who/What
The
foundation of
the National
Memorial
It
7 towers
(iv) --------

Event/Information When/What
was laid on
(i) --------

Where/What
at Savar.

symbolizes
(iii) -------were kept

nation's
by stages
for reminder

The memorial

encompasses

(v) --------

(ii) -------here.
in the
museum.
acres of land
at Savar.

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
Ans.

The National Memorial is a monument of 150 feet tall.
Its length is 150 feet.
The foundation was laid on 16 December, 1971.
The Memorial has a symbolical meaning.
It does not remind us of the liberation war.

A. (i) 16 December; (ii) respect; (iii) rise; (iv) The relics; v. 126.
B. (i) True.
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(ii) False. Its length is 130 feet.
(iii) False. The foundation was laid on 16 December, 1972.
(iv) True.
(v) False. It reminds us of the valiant struggle of the freedom loving people.
Unseen Passage – 7
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
There was an old farmer. He had three sons. They were very quarrelsome. They used to
quarrel with one another. One day the farmer called his sons. He ordered them to bring
some sticks. They brought some sticks. He ordered them to tie these in a bundle. He told
them to break the bundle. They tried but could not break the bundle. All of his sons tried
one after another but in vain. Then the old farmer told them to untie the bundle and
separate the sticks. He told them to try again to break the sticks separately. This time the
sons were able to break the sticks easily. Then the old man told his sons that they were like
the sticks. If they remained separate and quarrelled with one another, the enemy would
easily defeat them. But if they were united, they would be much stronger and no enemy
could do any harm to them.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
wrangle. bring
separate

v.–

adj. –

farmer

fetch. try

n.–

peasant. quarrel

v.–

apart. enemy

assay. remain
n. –

v.–
v.–

stay.

foe.

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage. 1 × 5 = 5
Who/What
The farmer
(ii) -------The sons
The sons
They

Event/Information When/What
ordered to bring
(i) -------was made
with the
sticks
(iii) -------the bundle
got a lesson
to be
would be
(v) --------

Where/What
to him.
by them.
separately.
(iv) -------when united.

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
i. The sons were habituated in quarrelling.
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ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
Ans.

The sons did not bring the sticks.
A bundle was made with the sticks.
The sons were capable of breaking the bundle.
They learnt a lesson to be united.

A. (i) some sticks; (ii) A bundle; (iii) could not break; (iv) united; (v) stronger.
B. (i) True.
(ii) False. The sons brought the sticks.
(iii) True.
(iv) False. The sons were not capable of breaking the bundle.
(v) True.
Unseen Passage – 8
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
The National Memorial at Savar is a symbol of the nation's respect for the martyrs of the
War of Liberation. It is built of concrete but made up of blood. It stands 150 feet tall. It is
an achievement the dimensions of which can be measured, but it stands for an
achievement which is immeasurable. It stands upright for the millions of martyrs who laid
down their lives so that we may stand upright.
Most prominently visible is the 150 feet tower. There is actually a series of 7 towers that
rise by stages to a height of 150 feet. The foundation was laid on the first anniversary of the
Victory Day. There is actually a plan to build a huge complex. The entire complex will cover
an area of 126 acres. The plan of this complex includes a mosque, a library and a museum.
The relics of the Liberation War will be kept in the museum. They will ever remind the
visitor who would come to visit the museum of the great sacrifice of the martyrs. Here also
will be a warning to all oppressors that oppression will always be defeated. The will of
people prevails, for man is born to be free.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
achievement
n.–
assess. actually
layer. complex
n.—
adj.—
whole. relic
v.—
recollect.

respect

n.–

attainment. measure
v.–
adv. –
really. stage
n.—

honour.
n.—

structure, building. entire
remains. remind
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A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage.1 × 5 = 5
Who/What
The National
Memorial

Event/Activi
ty

How/ Why

at Savar

as a symbol of
nation's
respect.

The foundation was laid
of the memorial

(ii) ..——

to show
nation's
respect.

There is

actually a
plan

to build

(iii) ———

The relics of the
liberation war

(iv) ..——

in the museum as a reminder
of the liberation
war.

is rised

to a height of 150 by stages.
feet

v) (v) ——

(i) ——

Where/What

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements:
1×5=5
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Ans.

It stands upright for thousands of martyrs.
The foundation was laid on the first anniversary of the Victory Day.
Their achievement is measurable.
To keep us standing upright, they laid down their life.
Entire complex includes a mosque, a temple and a museum.

A. (i) is situated; (ii) in 1972; (iii) a huge complex; (iv) will be kept; (v) A series of 7 towers.
B. (a) False. It stands upright for the millions of martyrs.
(b) True.
(c) False. Their achievement is immeasurable.
(d) True.
(e) False. Entire complex includes a mosque, a library and a museum.
Unseen Passage – 9
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
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Born on December 9, 1608 in London, Milton spent most of his boyhood in this city. At the
age of seventeen he went to Cambridge for study and spent there seven years. He took M.A.
from that university. Leaving Cambridge, when he was twenty three, Milton entered no
profession and spent six years at Horton in unprofessional study. In 1636 he started his
foreign tour which helped in moulding his cultured and poetic mind. In the year 1640,
Milton married Mary Powell, a young girl of seventeen. His wife died in 1652 leaving him
with three daughters. He married a second wife in 1656 but two years later she also died.
Of all his poems "Paradise Lost" is the greatest poems. He finished the composition in 1664
which was published three years later. His old age was, nevertheless, healthful and he had
an easy death on November 8, 1674.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
childhood. spent
v.p.p. –
form. finish

boyhood

v.p.p.–

passed. entered
joined. mould
v.–
complete. nevertheless

v.—

adv.—

n. –

notwithstanding. healthful

adj.—

healthy.

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage. 1 × 5 = 5
Who/What
Milton
Milton
(iii) .........
Milton's second
wife
Paradise Lost

Events
born
(ii) .......
died
died
finished

Place
(i) .......
Cambridge

Time
1608
1625
1652
(iv) .......
(v) ........

B. Read the passage again and write True of False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Milton was a poet of the sixteenth century.
(b) He was an American poet.
(c) He left Cambridge at 23.
(d) He married Mary Powell when he was 30 years old.
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(e) "Paradise Lost" is one of the greatest literary works of Milton.
Ans.
A. (i) London; (ii) went to; (iii) Milton’s first wife; (iv) 1658; (v) 1664.
B. (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

False. Milton was a poet of the seventeenth century.
False. He was an English poet.
True.
False. He married Mary Powell when he was 32 years old.
True.
Unseen Passage – 10

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Folk songs are the part of Bangladeshi culture. They express rural people's hopes,
aspirations, sorrows, dreams, and happiness. Some of the important folk songs are Jari
gaan, Sari gaan, Hason Rajar gaan, Vatiali, Gamvira, Nailar gaan. Jari gaan is a mourning
song that is sung during a tragic event in chorus. Sari gaan is related to the life of
boatmen. They sing sari gaan while they sail the boats. These songs also tell their sorrows,
happiness, dreams and hopes.
Gamvira is a song of Rajshahi region which is actually sung in chorus. This type of song
normally satirizes the negative aspects of society. Nailar song is a kind of prayer song sung
for the blessing of God. These folk songs add diversity to our culture.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
reveal. rural
adj.–
mourning song

express

pastoral. hope
n.–

v.–

n.–
desire.
a song for expressing

sorrow. region
n.—
territory. aspect
matter, side. blessing
n.—
grace.

n.—

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage. 1 × 5 = 5
Name of the Song
Jari gaan
(ii) ....................
Nailar gaan
(iv) ......................

Place

Type of song
(i) .......

Song of Rajshahi
(iii) ..............
Sung on boats
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Gamvira

(v) ...............

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Folk songs are related to the urban people.
(b) Sari gaan is sung in group.
(c) Jari gaan expresses sorrows.
(d) Gamvira is sung by a single singer.
(e) Nailar song seeks help from God.
Ans.
A. (i) mourning song; (ii) Gamvira; (iii) prayer song; (iv) Sari gaan; (v) satirical song.
B. (a) False. Folk songs are related to rural people.
(b) False. Sari gaan is sung by the boatmen while sailing.
(c) True.
(d) False. Gamvira is actually sung in chorus.
(e) True.
Unseen Passage – 11
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Kazi Nazrul Islam is the national poet of Bangladesh. He is well known as the Rebel poet in
Bengali literature. He was born at Churulia in Asansol in 25 May in 1899. His father's name
was Kazi Fakir Ahmed and his mother's name was Zaheda Khatun. He had struggled hard
against poverty. He was admitted to a local primary school. But he did not obey the hard and
fast rule of the school. At twelve he fled away from home and took a job of a baker boy and
for that he got taka 5 per month. He learned of poetry, drama and literature while working
with theatrical groups. He assailed the British Raj in India and preached revolution through
his poetic works, such as "Bidrohi" and "Bhanger Gaan" as well as his publication
"Dhumketu". Throughout his career, Nazrul wrote a number of short stories, novels, and
essays. His songs are collectively known as Nazrul Sangeet. At the age of 43, he began
suffering from an unknown disease, losing his voice and memory. Invited by the government
of Bangladesh, Nazrul and his family moved to Dhaka in 1972, where he died in 1976.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
famous. rebel
n.–
v.–
away

well-known
v.–
one who revolts. struggle

fight. obey
v.–
abide by. flee
v.—
escape. collectively
adv.—
unitedly. move

v.—

shift.
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A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage.1 × 5 = 5
Who/What

Event/Activit
y

Where/Institute

(i) ———

born

at

He

fled away

from home

(ii) ——

Dhaka

1972

Nazrul and
family

his (iii) ———

Churulia
Asansol

When

in 1899

He

suffered

(iv) ———

1942

He

died

in Dhaka

(v) ——

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Nazrul was born in a rich family.
(b) Nazrul took a job of a baker boy at the age of twelve.
(c) The songs of Nazrul are known as Nazrul Geeti.
(d) Nazrul spent his boyhood in luxury.
(e) At the age of 34, Nazrul began suffering from an unknown disease.
Ans.
A. (i) Kazi Nazrul Islam; (ii) 1911; (iii) moved; (iv) an unknown disease; (v) 1976.
B. (a) False. Nazrul was born in a poor family.
(b) True.
(c) True.
(d) False. Nazrul spent his boyhood in poverty.
(e) False. At the age of 43, Nazrul began suffering from an unknown disease.
Unseen Passage – 12
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Hazrat Omar (R) was a great Caliph of the Muslim world. He was a kind hearted and just
ruler. Usually he went round different places at night to see for himself the conditions of
his people. He did it in disguise.
One night the Caliph was walking alone as usual. Suddenly he heard some noise while he
was passing by a hut. He went near the hut and found that some children were sitting
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around a big pot. Their mother was cooking something in the pot. The children were
hungry and they were crying for food. "What are you cooking?" the Caliph asked. The
woman looked at his face helplessly and did not say anything. Then the Caliph found out
that there was no food inside the pot. She was just boiling water. He was very sorry. He
quickly came back to the "National Store", took a bag of flour and carried it himself to the
woman. "Thank you, stranger," said the woman. "Thank you for your help. The Caliph
should be as kind as you."
In fact, the woman did not know that the stranger was the Caliph himself.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
ruler. usually
adv.–
concealment. hear
v.–
chaos. cook
adv.—
stranger

v.—
n.—

caliph

n.–

generally. disguise
listen. noise
n.—

n.–

making food by heating. helplessly
poorly. quickly
adv.—
soon.
unknown person.

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage:1 × 5 = 5
Who
i) ...........

Activity
was

What/Where

Event/Time

great Caliph

Muslim world.

Hazrat
was
Omar(R)

ruler

(ii) ...........

Hazrat
observed
Omar(R)

conditions of people

(iii) ...........

The stranger

was

iv) ...........

himself.

The Caliph

entered

a

poor
woman's v) ...........
house

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Hazrat Omar (R) was walking in disguise.
(b) The children were crying for their father.
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(c) The woman was cooking food for her children.
(d) Hazrat Omar (R) gave the woman some flour from the national store.
(e) Hazrat Omar (R) was not sorry for the woman.
Ans.
A. (i) Hazrat Omar(R); (ii) of kind heart; (iii) in disguise; (iv) Caliph; (v) one night.
B. (a) True.
(b) False. The children were crying for food.
(c) False. The woman was just boiling water.
(d) True.
(e) False. Hazrat Omar (R) was very sorry for the woman.
Unseen Passage – 13
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Mount Everest is in the Himalayan Mountains. It is to the north of India between Tibet and
Nepal. It is the highest peak in the world. It is over 29,000 feet above sea level. It was
named after an Englishman, George Everest who was the first to survey the Himalayas in
1841. Many expeditions had been led to conquer the Everest. Some of them had to be
abandoned. Many climbers who took part in them lost their lives. Sir Edmund Hillary from
New Zealand and his companion Tenzing Norgay from Nepal led an expedition in 1953. The
expedition was set out on March 10. As the climbers were going up, they set up camps at
different places. They left some of their men and supplies in those camps. The highest
camp was set up at 27,000 feet. Only Hillary and Tenzing reached that height on March 25.
But the top was still 2000 feet away. After two months of difficult and dangerous climbing,
they succeeded reaching the top on May 10. They must have felt excited when they stood
there. They have gone down in history as the conquerors of the highest mountain in the
world. They were given a hearty welcome in 1954. In 1958 both of them were given the
honour of world hero.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
top of a mountain. sea level
survey
v.–
win. abandon

peak
n.–

n. –
the pointed
the surface of a sea.

inspect. conquer
v. –
v.—
leave. take part

participate. companion
adj.—
thrilled.

n.—

v.—

fellow, friend. excited
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A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage. 1 × 5 = 5
Who/What

Event
(i)
first survey of the
.................................. Himalayas
Hillary and Tenzing
led an expedition
The expedition
(iv)
.................................
Hillary and Tenzing

(iii)
................................
was given
(v)
..................................

Time
1841
(ii)
........................
March 10
1954
1958

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answer for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Mount Everest is in the Tibetan Mountains.
(b) It is over 9000 feet above the sea level.
(c) Sir Edmund Hillary led an expedition in 1953.
(d) Tenzing and Hillary reached the top on March 10.
(e) They needed 45 days to climb the last 2000 feet.
Ans.
A. (i) George Everest; (ii) 1953; (iii) set out; (iv) Hearty welcome; (v) honour of the world
hero.
B. (a) False.
(b) False.
(c) False.
(d) False.
(e) True.

Mount Everest is in the Himalayan Mountains.
It is over 29000 feet above the sea level.
Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay led an expedition in 1953.
Tenzing and Hillary reached the top on May 10.
Unseen Passage – 14

Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Cricket is one of the most popular games, especially, One Day Cricket. The first One Day
Cricket was played in Australia. One Day World Cup Cricket tournament was held first in
England in 1975. The West Indies won the trophy. The 2nd and 3rd touraments were also
held in England in 1979 and 1983 respectively. In 1987 Pakistan and India were host
countries. In 1992 Pakistan won the trophy from Australia and New Zealand. The first
Asian Test Final match was held in 1999 in Bangladesh. Bangladesh became Champion in
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ICC in 1997 in Malaysia. The World Cup Cricket Tournament of 1999 was held in England.
Bangladesh also participated in this tournament. It was the last tournament of the 20th
Century. Mini World Cup competition was held in Bangladesh in 1998. In 1996 Pakistan,
India and Sri Lanka jointly arranged the tournament and Sri Lanka won the trophy.
Word

Meanings

with

Synonyms

competition. trophy
n.–
prize for winning a competition. hold
execute, observe. century
n.–
years. arrange
v.—
adv.—
unitedly.

:

tournament
v.–

n.–
a
perform,

a period of one hundred
organise. jointly

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage:-1 × 5 = 5
Who/What

Event/Achievemen Place/Count Time/Year
t
ry

Cricket

the first One Day

(i) ——

One Day
tournament

World Cup

England

(ii) ... ——.

(iii) ——

trophy

England

in 1975.

Bangladesh

(iv) ——

Malaysia

in 1996.

Mini World Cup

held

(v) ——

in 1998.

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Ans.

The first Asian Test Final Match was held in Pakistan in 1890.
Bangladesh became runners up in ICC in 1996 in Malaysia.
The World Cup Cricket tournament of 1999 was held in Australia.
Mini World Cup competition was held in Bangladesh in 1998.
Pakistan, India and Sri Lanka jointly arranged Mini World Cup competition in 1996.

A. (i) Australia; (ii) 1975; (iii) West Indies; (iv) champion in ICC; (v) Bangladesh.
B. (a) False. The first Asian Test Final match was held in 1999 in Bangladesh.
(b) False. Bangladesh became Champion in ICC in 1997 in Malaysia.
(c) False. The World Cup Cricket tournament of 1999 was held in England.
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(d) True.
(e) False. Pakistan, India and Srilanka jointly arranged World Cup Competition in 1996.
Unseen Passage – 15
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Before Helen Keller was two years old, she lost her sight and hearing. She lived in a world of
confusion until the arrival of Anne Mansfield Sullivan, the woman who was to change Helen’s
life. On March 3, 1887, Miss Sullivan arrived at the Keller's home.
It was three months before Helen's seventh birthday. Miss Sullivan worked closely with her
new student. At times, the teacher became frustrated, eventually, Miss Sullivan's efforts
were rewarded. The deaf and blind Helen Keller learned to communicate verbally.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
listening. confusion
n.–
frustrated

hearing
n.–
power of
uncertainty. change
v.–

exchange. closely
adv.–
adj.—
disappointed. eventually

at last. effort
award.

n.—

attempt. reward

intimately.
adv.—
v.—

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage.1 × 5 = 5
Who
Helen Keller
(ii) ——
Sullivan
Keller

Activity
was
arrival at
got
able

Helen Keller

living

What/Where
Event/time
blind
(i) ——
Keller's home
1887
(iii) ... ——
sometimes
to
communicate (iv) ... ——
verbally
(v) ——
until the arrival
of Sullivan

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Helen Keller was blind since her birth.
(b) Anne Sullivan was Helen Keller's teacher.
(c) Sometimes Sullivan became frustrated.
(d) Sullivan arrived at Keller's home on March 3, 1887.
(e) Finally, Hellen Keller was able to communicate verbally.
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Ans.
A. (i) before two years old; (ii) Miss Sullivan; (iii) frustrated; (iv) with the help of Sullivan; (v)
in a world of confusion.
B. (a) False. Helen Keller was blind before she was two years old. (b) True. (c) True. (d)
True. (e) True.
Unseen Passage – 16
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Grandfather told this story to Hasan and Arif.
Once some parts of the body were unhappy. They thought that only the stomach ate. "The
stomach eats," they said, "but it doesn't work. We think it's lazy. It's greedy too."
"We both work hard all day." said the hands. "We wash all the the clothes and the whole
body. We collect the food and cook it. We work in the fields and write letters too. Look at
the stomach! It doesn't work like us. It only eats and eats."
Then the legs said, "Without us the hands can't do much. We both carry the whole body
and can sometimes run away from danger. We can jump and kick footballs too. Look at the
stomach! We think it doesn't work like us. It only eats and eats."
Word Meaning with Synonyms : unhappy (
stomach
n.—
belly. lazy
adj.—
adj.—

covetous, avaricious. collect

adj.—
sad.
idle. greedy
v.—

gather.

cook
v.—
making something by heating. carry
hold, bear, convey. run away
v.—
danger
with leg.

n.—

trouble. kick

v. —

v.—
escape.

to hit something

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the text. 1 × 5 = 5
Who/What
The story
Some parts of the
body
The hands

Event/Activity
Whom/What
was told
to Hasan and
Arif
blamed
(ii) ...................

When/Time
(i)
...................
once.

(iii)

sometimes.

the clothes
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...................
carry

(iv)
the whole body always.
....................
The hands
also write
(v) ................... sometimes.
B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Hasan told a story to Arif.
(b) Some parts of the body were sad.
(c) They thought that the stomach only slept.
(d) The legs collect food and cook it.
(e) The hands work hard the whole day.
Ans.
A. (i) one day; (ii) the stomach; (iii) wash; (iv) The legs; (v) letters.
B. (a) False. Grandfather told a story to Hasan and Arif.
(b) True.
(c) False. They thought that the stomach only ate.
(d) False. The hands collect food and cook it.
(e) True.
Unseen Passage – 17
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Mother Teresa was born on 26 August 1910 in Skopje, Macedonia. Her father, a well
respected local businessman, died when she was eight years old. Her mother was a
devoutly religious woman. After the death of her husband, she opened an embroidery and
cloth business to support her family. Mother Teresa came to Calcutta in India on 6 January
1929. She decided to be a nun on 24 May 1937, and here after was called Mother Teresa.
Mother Teresa was moved by the presence of the sick and dying on the streets of Kolkata.
She founded the home for the dying destitute and named it ‘Nirmal Hridoy’, meaning ‘Pure
Heart’. She and her fellow nuns gathered the dying people off the streets of Kolkata and
brought them to this home. Mother Teresa's work has been recognised throughout the
world and she has received a number of awards. These include the Pope John XXIII Peace
Prize (1971), the Nehru Prize for Promotion of International Peace & Understanding (1972),
the Balzan Prize (1978), the Nobel Peace Prize (1979) and the Bharat Ratna (1980).
Mother Teresa died at the age of 87, on 5 September 1997. The world salutes her for her
love and compassion for humanity.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
honourable. devoutly
open
v.–
start. decide
was moved
v.p.—

adv.–
v.–

respected

adj.–

cordially.
conclude, resolve.
was afflicted.
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found

v.—

establish. gather

collect. recognise

v.—

v.—

acknowledge.

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage:1 × 5 = 5
Who

Year

Events

Name of place/ Awards

Mother
(i) ——
Teresa

was born

Skopje, Macedonia.

She

in 1971

(ii) ——

Pope John XXIII Peace
Prize.

(iii) ——

in 1972

receiving
award

Nehru Prize.

She

(iv) ... —— receiving
award

Nobel Prize.

She

in 1997

India.

(v) ——

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Mother Teresa founded 'Nirmal Hridoy’ for the dying destitute.
(b) Mother Teresa has taught us cruelty.
(c) At the age of sixty three Mother Teresa received Nobel Prize.
(d) Mother Teresa get Balzan Prize in 1978.
(e) She died at the age of 85.
Ans.
A. (i) 1910; (ii) receiving award; (iii) Mother Teresa; (iv) 1979; (v) died.
B. (a) True.
(b) False. Mother Teresa has taught us humanity.
(c) False. At the age of sixty nine Mother Teresa received Nobel Prize.
(d) True.
(e) False. She died at the age of 87.
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Unseen Passage – 18
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
The pioneer of Bangladeshi modern art, Zainul Abedin, was born in Kishoreganj on 29
December 1914. He was a great artist of Bangladesh. He is widely acclaimed for his Bengal
'Famine Sketches'. Through a series of sketches he showed the harsh famine of 1940 and
its sinister face through the skeletal figures of the people destined to die from starvation.
He depicted these extremely shocking pictures with human compassion. He produced a
series of brush and ink drawings which later became iconic images of human sufferings. He
was graduated from the Government school of Art, Calcutta, with the first position in first
class. He is considered the founding father of Bangladeshi art. For his outstanding talent in
art, he is referred to as 'Shilpacharya' meaning 'great teacher of art'. He founded the Folk
Art Museum in Sonargaon and Zainul Abedin Shangrahasala in Mymensingh.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
herald. widely
v.p.–

adv.–
harsh

pioneer

n.–

greatly. is acclaimed
adj.–
cruel, brutal.

famine
n.—
starvation. depict
v.—
describe. compassion
n.—
sentiment,
outstanding
adj.—
extra-ordinary.

feeling.

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage:1 × 5 = 5
Who/What

Event/Information

Zainul Abedin was born

Where/Wha When/How
t
(i) ..........

1914.

His

Zainul
Abedin Mymensing (ii)........
Shangrahasala
h

The famine

broke out

(iii) ..........

1940's.

(iv) .... ..........

was founded

in
Sonargaon

in
lifetime.

His

series

of (v) ..........

his

iconic image now-a-days.
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sketches
B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Zainul Abedin was born in Kishoreganj on 29 December 1912.
(b) Through a series of Sketches he showed the harsh famine of 1940.
(c) Zainul Abedin was graduated from Dhaka University.
(d) He is considered the founding father of Bangladeshi art.
(e) He founded the Folk Art Museum in Mymensingh and Zainul Abedin Shangrahasala
in Sonargaon.
Ans.
A. (i) Kishoreganj; (ii) in his life time; (iii) Bengal; (iv) Folk Art Museum; (v) became.
B. (a) False. Zainul Abedin was bom in Kishoreganj on 29 December, 1914.
(b) True.
(c) False. Zainul Abedin was graduated from Government School of Art, Calcutta.
(d) True.
(e) False. He founded the Folk Art Museum in Sonargaon and Zainul Abedin
Shangrahasala in Mymensingh.
Unseen Passage – 19
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Man is the maker of his own fate. If he makes the proper use of his time and does his
duties accordingly, he is sure to prosper in life. But if he does otherwise, he is sure to
repent when it is too late and he will have to drag a miserable existence day after day. To
kill time is as bad as to commit suicide; for, our life is nothing but the sum total of hours,
days and years. Youth is the golden season of life. In youth, the mind is soft and can be
shaped in any form. If we sow good seeds, we shall reap a good harvest when we grow up.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :
builder, architect. proper
rules. prosper
v.–
v.—

n.–

adj.–
right, according to
develop. drag
v.–

pull, prolong. existence
shape

maker

n.—

condition.

form.

A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage. 1 × 5 = 5
A

B

C
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Man
(ii) ...........
Life is
Youth is
(v) ...........

(i) ...........
between killing time
nothing but
(iv) ...........
make our fate

his own fate.
and suicide.
(iii) ...........
of sowing seeds.
and can destroy it.

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answers for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Man is the architect of his own fate.
(b)
Life is nothing but enjoyment.
(c) He who use his time properly and do his duties properly can improve in life.
(d)
Youth is the time of journey.
(e) The mind of a young man is soft.
Ans.
A. (i) is the maker of; (ii) There is no difference; (iii) the sum total of hours, days and years;
(iv) the golden season; (v) We can.
B. (a) True.
(b) False. Life is nothing but the sum total of hours, days and years.
(c) True.
(d) False. Youth is the time of sowing seeds.
(e) True.
Unseen Passage – 20
Read the following text carefully and answer the questions.
Abraham Lincoln was born on February 12, 1809 in a log cabin in Kentucky. When he was
seven years old, his family moved to Indiana. In 1830, the family moved to Illinois. As a
boy, Abraham Lincoln loved books. He always borrowed books from his neighbours. Lincoln
studied law in his free time. He was also interested in politics. He was elected to the Illinois
legislature 4 times — in 1834, 1836, 1838 and 1840. He became the 16th president of the
United States in 1861. A war took place between the North and the South in the U.S. It was
a Civil War. Lincoln called people to fight for the North. The North won the war. There were
slaves in the South. Lincoln set the slaves free in 1863. So they did not have to be slaves
anymore. Lincoln is famous for that.
Word Meanings with Synonyms :

move

v.–

go away.

always
adv.–
at all times. borrow
v.–
get something loan. neighbour
n.–
a person who lives
near us. interested
select. take place
servant.

adj.—
v.—

eager. elect
v.—
occur. slave

n.—
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A. Complete the following table with the information given in the passage. 1 × 5 = 5
Who/What

Event

Time

Place

Abraham
Lincoln

(i) .................

1809

Kentucky

Lincoln's
family

moved

(ii)
......................

to Indiana

He

(iii)
...................

1861

(iv)
.....................

(v)
.......................

were set free

1863

United States

B. Read the passage again and write True or False beside the following statements.
Give answer for the false statements.
1×5=5
(a) Abraham Lincoln had no interest in politics.
(b) The slaves were set free under the leadership of Lincoln.
(c) He became the prime minister of the US.
(d) A cabin means a palace.
(e) His neighbours used to lend him books.
Ans.
A. (i) was born; (ii) 1816; (iii) was elected president; (iv) United States; (v) The slaves.
B. (a) False. Abraham Lincoln had much interest in politics.
(b) True.
(c) False. He became the president of the U.S.
(d) False. A cabin means a small house made of wood.
(e) True.

